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In the present paper I wish to discuss two classical psychological theories dealing with certain aspects of the learning process and to evaluate them in terms of experimentation. The first of these theories is to the effect that “consciousness” gradually disappears during learning, so that the completely learned response is made automatically and “unconsciously.” An individual, for example, is said to be acutely aware of his piano playing in the beginning of the formation of this habit; but as learning proceeds, the playing is done more and more automatically until finally the subject can play all but “unconsciously,” while giving his attention to other things and while simultaneously engaging in other activities. The second theory that I wish to discuss also deals with changes that are alleged to go on during the process of habit-formation. If we may continue to use the illustration of piano playing, this theory holds that originally such a serial action is controlled partly by visual and auditory stimuli, but that after playing has become perfected the stimulus control is turned over to proprioception. At this stage the stimuli from one arm-finger movement are adequate to produce the next arm-finger movement which produces new proprioceptive stimuli to arouse the next response, and so on. Thus the theory holds that the control of a perfected serial action is proprioceptive and that the process of the formation of such a habit involves, among other things, a shift from exteroceptive to proprioceptive control, making possible the automatic character of the final response. We shall first discuss the theory.